Project Title: Official Website of Raajpal Yadav
About
Delivering a range of memorable versatile performances, Rajpal Yadav has established himself as a famous actor in
the Bollywood industry. In doing so he has worked with great actors such as Shah Rukh Khan, Amitabh Bachchan,
Salman Khan and many more. Staring his career from television shows, Rajpal Yadav has come a long way and been a
part of many blockbuster hits in India. Initially known for his negative performances, Rajpal Yadav shifted to a
comedic genre and gained even more praise from both critics and fan alike. Rajpal Yadav also appeared in Telegu
blockbuster ‘Kick 2'.
Work with Reflextions
Gaining stardom status, Rajpal Yadav approached Reflexions for creating and maintain an online presence for him.
Understanding the importance of Digital media and marketing, Reflexions was asked to create and maintain Rajpal
Yadav's official website. Along with that his social media presence was also managed side by side with his online
reputation management. Till date, Reflexions still maintains Rajpal Yadav's website as well as manages his social
media marketing campaign for correspondence between the fans and Rajpal Yadav himself.
Services Provided
When approached for establishing an online presence, Reflexions developed a website for Mr Rajpal Yadav and
created his portfolio online. With a special website created to highlight Mr Yadav's work, business enquiries can also
be made via the website. Additional website maintenance and web-hosting for the same is also managed by
Reflexions.
Furthermore, Reflexions also handles the social media presence for Mr Yadav. This includes social media marketing
and online reputation management. All social website accounts for Mr Yadav are managed by Reflexions.
Testimonial
"Working with Reflexions was very helpful for me, I am amazed by their service and how consistent they were in
doing what I asked of them. Reflexions helped me stay in touch with my fans and created an easy platform for me to
communicate with them" - Rajpal Yadav

